Abstract in english language

In my work I want to follow up Roman maritime trade in the Adriatic sea. I would like to describe the most common cargo according to finds from the shipwrecks. If need be also from where to where the merchant ship sails. I intend to focus also on parameters of Roman merchant ships, next harbours and navigation routes. I would like to point out benefits of undersea research and its importance for contemporary state of investigation. Than I want to describe common methods of undersea researches.

The work is divided into two parts. First chapter of the first part is handling with historical connection of shipping in this area. Second chapter is dealing with Roman trade ships, its looks, size, capacity and walls of constructions. Third chapter is the largest. It offers repertoary of ship's cargo. It divides the most common cargo into: amphorae, stone objects, other ceramics, art and craft objects, metal objects, grain and glass objects. Fourth chapter is dealing with harbours and anchorages and fifth chapter is dealing with navigation routes in the Adriatic sea. First chapter of the second part of the work is handling with benefits of undersea researches. Second chapter is dealing with descriptions of the most common methods of undersea researches and third chapter is handling with history of the underwater researches. Conclusion summary the knowledge gained.